WTL Shield:
SOC as a Service

Protection when you need it
A 24x7x365 MSSP Model

Shield Options

Brings expert capabilities, experience and technical knowledge
delivered as an outsourced Managed Security Service Provider (MSSP)
for businesses of all sizes.

We provide two broad categories of
SOC service:

Why SOCS and why now?

SHIELD Full Cover

For most organisations, security is a time consuming and expensive necessity,
distracting from the core business mission. Developing comprehensive
in-house IT security poses a challenging and expensive proposition.

• Businesses have the opportunity to
leverage CyberQ owned and operated
SOCs, developed around our proprietary
ATHENA Cyber Platform network
monitoring appliance

A Security Operations Centre (SOC) allows organisational information
systems and data to be monitored, assessed and defended by expert cyber
professionals. Business data remains within the business environment.
By outsourcing critical cyber security requirements, organisations can achieve
significant operational, financial and compliance benefits.
Common organisational concerns:
- Threats not responded to in a timely, consistent manner
- Lack of coordinated operational and technical approach to
		 prevention, detection and remediation
- Sourcing the appropriate skills to defend against and respond
		 to security attacks
- Lacking accurate incident and threat status
Why Outsource?
Technology alone cannot solve all security problems. Case after case
emphasises human factors as both the weakest link and most important
component of a holistic security framework.
The outsourced partnership model delivers a number of key operational
benefits, including:
Access - Security expertise, research and threat intelligence
Improve - Threat detection and response time capabilities
Save – CapEx and OpEx by outsourcing critical security functions
Monitor - Cyber security alerts and reporting protocol
Benefit - From established proven policies and procedures to
enhance organisational security maturity
Next Steps
Do not wait for a security breach. Contact our experts today and take a
pro-active approach to defending your organisation.

• 24/7/365 network monitoring,
assessment and defence provided by
specialist cyber professionals
• Ideal for clients not requiring their own
managed SOC/MSSP benefits
SHIELD Build
• Designed for larger/enterprise clients
requiring their own in-house SOC
functions
• Provides a customised programme
of consultancy services to assist in
all/some of the adjacent broad stages of
SOC development
Why Us?
We thrive on collaboration as we
believe we all need mutual help and
inspiration in our continual striving for
cyber resilience.
Our people are highly experienced and
certified consultants with international
experience and proven track records.
Innovation and value are key to all
our services. We are always seeking to
deliver what enables more and more
organisations around the world achieve
a higher level of security maturity
and capability.

Call 0121 486 1234 or email marketing@wtluk.com
Established over 30 years ago, WTL has been offering clients a broad range of solutions and services delivered on-premises and via managed services to meet their
business transformation, performance and efficiency goals.
Partnering with the award-winning Cyber innovator and successful cyber security specialist, CyberQ Group, WTL offer a set of complementary security solutions
including; continuous breach detection to provide real time threat intelligence and monitoring, penetration testing to help customers identify weak spots or vulnerabilities,
and security operation centre as a service (SOCaaS), a managed security service which identifies and neutralises cyber threat.
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